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It has recently been shown 7 that the MA I = 2 ππ scattering length, expressed in terms of leading order (LO) parameters has the following form at NLO,
where the valence-valence meson mass is m 
and thus proportional to the physical counterterm, l I=2 ππ (µ). The unphysical contribution,∆ 4 ju /6m 4 π , turns out to about 10% of the physical NLO contribution 7, 9 in the recent lattice simulation of this quantity.
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This simplification is understood with the realization that every operator in a NLO MA Lagrangian relevant for external valence-valence mesons, incorporating either lattice spacing or PQ effects, amounts to a renormalization of one of the two operators in the LO Lagrangian.
9 The on-shell renormalization scheme absorbs all unphysical counterterm effects into the lattice-physical meson masses and decay constants, removing any explicit dependence upon these operators. These arguments hold for all meson scattering processes at NLO; non-zero momentum and N > 2 external mesons. Finally, the above scattering length, along with m K a I=1 KK , µ Kπ a I=3/2 Kπ and f K /f π , two of which have been computed with MA lattice QCD 11,12 share only two linearly independent counterterms, both of which are physical, allowing us to make a prediction 9 of m K a I=1 KK , and thereby test this MA formalism as well as the convergence of SU (3) chiral perturbation theory.
